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PAAUZYUW RCCBFMA0001 0030559-UUUU--RCWBBOAC
ZNR UUUUU
P 030530Z JAN 97
FM FCCANHQ NORTH BAY
TO RCWBBOCA/AIRCOM WINNIPEG//DCCS SP ON INFO RCCPNOA/NDOC OTTAWA
BT
UNCLAS SD 001
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A. 030210Z JAN 97
B. CLEAR/NO WINDS
C. 1/2 KM SE OF LOT 1

D. 1/2 KM SE OF LOT 1
E. 19(1) F. ONE LARGE YELLOW/WHITE LIGHT, BRIGHTER THAN CAR HEADLIGHTS, CHANGED SHAPE FROM ROUND TO STAR. REPORTED NEAR SURFACE 300-1000 FT HIGH, NO NOISE, MOVING LIKE A BALLOON ON A STRING, MOVING SLOWLY WEST THEN DISAPPEARED SUDDENLY.
G. 15 MIN
H. 19(1) OBSERVED THE OBJECT WITH 5 OTHERS IN GROUP, 19(1) 19(1) WAS IN A GROUP OF 4 ADULTS SKIDOOGING ON A LAKE IN THE AREA

030632
TAKEN

J. 001
When they observed the same object as **19(i)** group, both groups reported their findings to COC Bagotville and described the same object.

BT

#0001
PAAUZyLW RCCPFMA3213 3761954-UUUU--RCCWE0CA.
ZNR UUUU
P 171°45' MAR 97
IM FGCA/N HQ NORTH BAY
TO RCCBOCA/AIRCOM WINNIPEG//DCS SP CPS//
IMFC RCCPHOA/MDOC OTTAWA
BT
UNCIAS SD 305
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A. 17453EZ MAR 97
P. CLEAR
C. 19 (1)
D. 7 DOTS, V FORMATION IN TRAIL OF AN A/C
F. MONF
F. MONR
G. DOT, V FORMATION
H. NONE
I. NONE
J. WE HEADING EASTBOUND
K. 19 (1)
BT
PRIORITY

PAAVUW YRCCBFMA002 0171336-UUW--RCWBOCA.
ZNR UUWU
P 171245Z JAN 97
FM PJCANRHQ NORTH BAY
TO RCWBOCA/AIRCOM WINNIPEG//DCGS SP OPS//
INFO RCPNHQ//NDOC OTTAWA
ET
UNCLAS SD 322

SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A. 171215Z JAN 97
B. CLEAR
C. OPP COMMUNICATIONS NORTH BAY ONT.
D. NORTH BAY, SUDbury, ENGELHART, BELVILLE ONT.
E.
F. A LARGE GREENISH FLARE OR BALL
G. ONE SECOND

ET
RAAGZFDY RCWPQHA2002 0701797-3333--RC#BOCA.
ZNK 30332 ZFD
RAAGZTYW RCWPQHA2002 0701652-6666--RC#BOCA.
ZNK 30332
R 116358Z MAR 97
FM CFNAHQ YELLOWINIFE//J2//
TO AIRCOM WINNIPEG//SSO ACS//
BT
PROTECTED A G2 707
SUBJ: UNUSUAL INCIDENT REPORT-TUKTOKTUK
REF: CFAO 4-13
THE FOLLOWING WAS RELATED TO RANGER INSTRUCTOR, SGT CLAY RANKIN
WHILE CONDUCTING RANGER TRAINING IN TUKTOKTUK ON 01 MAR 97:
1. SATURDAY, 22 FEB 97, 0220 HRS LOCAL, NEAR THE AKLAVIK FJORD
   (6925N 013403W) ON THE ICE ROAD BETWEEN INUVIK (6921N 11343W) AND
   TUKTOKTUK (6927N 13320W), WHILE TRAVELLING TOWARDS TUKTOKTUK
2. CIVILIAN PERSONNEL OBSERVED TWO QUITE UFO'S UNQUOTE FOLLOWING
   THEIR VEHICLE AT AN ESTIMATED DISTANCE OF 1 KM. THEY WERE FOLLOWED
   FOR APPROXIMATELY 15 MINUTES WHEN CONTACT WAS LOST. JFO S WERE
   DESCRIBED AS TRIANGULAR OR CONICAL IN SHAPE, WITH A ROW OF FIVE-SIDED
   WINDOWS ALONG THE BOTTOM. BRIGHT BLUE LIGHT SHONE FROM THE WINDOWS.
   THE CRAFT SEEMED TO FOLLOW AT A UNIFORM DISTANCE AND MOVED
   INDEPENDENTLY OF EACH OTHER. THE SAME TYPE OF QUOTE CRAFT UNQUOTE
   WERE REPORTEDLY SEEN BY OTHER PERSONNEL AT THE EDGE OF THE
PAGE 2 RCFQVARQ0022 PROTECTED A
TUKTOTAHTUK TOWNSITE THAT SAME NIGHT

3. 19(i) REPORTED THE SIGHTING TO SIT RANKIN. OTHER PEOPLE
IN THE CAR WITH HER WHO ALSO SAW THE OBJECTS WERE 19(i).-->
19(i). --- > AND 19(i). --- > ALL FROM THE HAMLET OF
TUKTOTAHTUK. 19(i) WAS ADMITTED THAT NONE OF THE FIVE HAD BEEN QUITE
DRINKING OR TAKING DRUGS UNQUOTE

4. UNKNOWN AT THIS TIME - NONE EXPECTED

5. REPORTED ONLY - NO FURTHER ACTION FROM THIS HQ

6. THERE IS NO EVIDENCE OF MEDIA OR OTHER ATTENTION TO THIS INCIDENT
AT THIS TIME. SIGHTINGS OF QUOTE UFO 3 UNQUOTE OCCUR WITH SOME
REGULARITY AT VARIOUS POINTS THROUGHOUT THE NORTH AT APPROXIMATELY
THIS TIME OF YEAR. THESE STORIES WILL PROBABLY BE PICKED UP BY THE
LOCAL PAPERS AND RADIO/TV MEDIA

7. 19(i) CAN BE CONTACTED AT THE TUKTOTAHTUK HAMLET OFFICE
DURING NORMAL WORKING HOURS 19(i) SIT RANKIN IS A REGULAR
FORCE MOC 031 SGT WORKING FOR THE RANGER SECTION, CFWAEQ, YELLOWKNIFE
AND CAN BE REACHED THROUGH THE SWITCHBOARD AT (403) 373-0811
BT

(#20002/3
RAAGZYW RCPQHA0001 1781930-000--RCA/BOCA.
ZNR GGGGG
R 271850Z JUN 97
FM CFNAHQ YELLOWKNIFE
TO RCA/BOCA/AIRCOM WINNIPEG//SSO ACS//
INFO RCCPNOA/NDOC OTTAWA
BT
PROTECTED A G2 0709
SUBJ: UNUSUAL INCIDENT REPORT - YUKON

REF: CFAO 4-13

1. WEDNESDAY, 18 JUN 97 AT 2305 HRS LOCAL OVER A CABIN AND THE
LAKE IN THE LAKE LABERGE AREA, YUKON TERRITORY (6114N 13514W)

2. PERSONS REPORTED OBSERVING A QUOTE TRIANGLE-SHAPED, 6 FOOT LONG X
1.5 FEET AT BASE, BLACK, POINTED, NO FINS VISIBLE, OBJECT MOVING IN A
PROBABLE SOUTHERLY DIRECTION OVER LAKE LABERGE 6115N 13514W)
UNQUOTE. THE OBJECTS SPEED WAS DESCRIBED AS QUOTE VERY FAST,
COVERING THE AREA IN WHICH IT WAS VISIBLE IN ABOUT 2 TO 3 SECONDS
UNQUOTE. THE OBJECT TURNED OVER AN ISLAND (PROBABLY, ALTHOUGH NOT
CONFIRMED, RICHTHOVEN ISLAND - 6107N 13509W) INSTANTANEOUSLY IN AN
UNDISCLOSED DIRECTION AND MOVED OFF OUT OF SIGHT. OBJECT WAS
REPORTED SHOWING NO REPEAT NO VAPOUR TRAIL AND NO REPEAT NO LIGHTS.
IT WAS REPORTED FLYING AT ABOUT 100 FEET OFF THE GROUND WHEN IT
PASSED OVER THE OBSERVERS CABIN. THE SOUND GIVEN OFF BY THE OBJECT

, ED/PROTEGE A
PAGE 2 RCPQHA0001 PROTECTED

WAS REPORTED AS QUOTE THE FLUTTERING SOUND OF A KITE ALTHOUGH VERY
LOUD UNQUOTE (I.E. IT WOULD BE LOUD ENOUGH TO COVER CONVERSATION)
WEATHER WAS REPORTED AS BEING A CLEAR SKY WITH A FULL MOON (CFNA G3
AIR CONTACTED ROCC NORTH BAY, ACOC, WHITEHORSE FSS, COLD LAKE WING
OPS AND COMOX WING OPS. NONE HAD KNOWLEDGE OF ANY A/C OR TESTING
TAKING PLACE OVER THE LAKE LAGERGE AREA. A NUMBER OF A/C WERE IN THE
AREA AROUND THE REPORTED TIME BUT NONE REMOTELY RESEMBLED THE OBJECT S
DESCRIPTION AND NONE REPORTED OBSERVING ANYTHING UNUSUAL)

3. 19(i) REPORTED THE SIGHTING TO A 19(i) UNQUOTE (ONE OF TWO
WHITEHORSE NEWSPAPERS) WHO, IN TURN, INQUIRED ABOUT THE INCIDENT OF
CFNAHQ G3 AIR, CAPT DWAYNE LOVEGROVE AND THE COMDR. THE COMDR SPOKE
DIRECTLY WITH 19(i). ON 26 JUN 97. 19(i) REPORTED THAT ONE OF
HIS NEIGHBOURS ALSO OBSERVED THE OBJECT AND ANOTHER NEIGHBOUR HEARD
THE OBJECT FLY OVER

4. MILITARY AIRCRAFT WERE SEEN AT THE WHITEHORSE AIRPORT DURING THE
NEXT WEEK (5 X CF-18 ARR CYXY 1730 HRS LOCAL, 21 JUN 97). HENCE, THE
INCIDENT WAS SUPPOSED BY MR 19(i) TO BE SOME SORT OF MILITARY
TESTING. (THE AIRCRAFT REPORTED WERE CONFIRMED AS CF-18 A/C, 416
5. This HQ to seek further clarification of the event/sighting. Will report any further info.

6. 19(1)\textsuperscript{-}, at least, has already run a story on the event. Local media attention is expected. Comdr. CFNA received a call from 19(1)\textsuperscript{-} on 24 Jun 97 re the event. Two of his 19(1)\textsuperscript{-} witnessed the event (although not himself) and indicated the timings.

7. 19(1)\textsuperscript{-} can be left at 19(1)\textsuperscript{-} who actually witnessed the object flying over his cabin and 19(1)\textsuperscript{-}, Whitehorse, Yukon, 19(1)\textsuperscript{-} unquote who initially received the calls from the observers.
AARUUVWW RCEOECEA5092 2052038-0973--PSCBCA.
ZHR UVVUUV
F 242008Z JUL 97
SM WOC SHEARWATER
TO 1 CAD HQ WINNIPEG//OPSCEN DIS/
FT
UNCLASS WOC 3235
SIC KAL/KAZ/KAJ
SUBJ: CIRVIS RPTS- UFO/METEORITE
REF: A. DCOS SP OPS 016 151915Z MAR 95
5. AIRCOM 041425Z OCT 95
1. REF A SAW REASON AND ADDRESSEES TO BE USED FOR CIRVIS
RPTS FOR UFO/METEORITES. REF F APPARENTLY CANCELLED ADDRESSSEE
PORTION OF REF A
2. IF RPTS ARE STILL REQUIRED REQ NEW ADDRESSEES/PROCEDURES BY FAX
OR MSG. WOC SHEARWATER FAX AVN 479-1843.
3. FORMER AIRCOM DOC WAS SO ACF 2
ET
5092
PAAUZYUW RCNPJZA0001 215W615-JJU--RCVBOCA.
7RP UUUUU
R 0400002 AUG 97
FM 4 KG COLD LAKE//NCOC//
TO RCCEFMA/21 ACW SGN NORTH BAY//SD//
PCWBOCA/1 CAD HQ WINNIPEG//SSO ACS// A
RT
UNKIAS WCONF024
SUBJ: METEORITES/UFO/CIRVIS REPORTS
A. 04 AUG 95 0510Z
B. CLEAR
C.
D.
E. 2 BURST, ONE Hdg NE TOWARDS YES, ONE Hdg SE
F. RELATIVELY SAME AS SHOOTING STAR
G. SAME AS SHOOTING STAR
H. SAME AS G
I. UNK
J. N/A
K. FIRST SPOTTED TOGETHER IN SW PART OF SKY THEN MOVED IN RESPECTIVE DIRECTIONS
L. OBJECTS RESEMBLED A SHOOTING STAR BUT MOVED AT A SLOWER SPD
FT
#0031

3 19(1)
RAAUZYUW RCPWJZA6008 2480319-UUUU--RCWBOCA.
ZR UUUUU
R Ø5Ø134Z SEP 97
FM 4 KG COLD LAKE//WCOC//
TO RCMFMA/21 ACW SQN NORTH BAY//SD//
RCWBOCA//1 CAD HQ WINNIPEG//SSC ACS//<-
BT
UNCLAS WCOC 028
SUBJ: METEORITIES/UFO/CIRVIS REPORTS
A. 24 SEP 97
B. N/A
C. 
D.
E. N/A
F. N/A
G. N/A
H. 5 OR 6 FEET DIAMETER CROP CIRCLE
I. N/A
J. N/A
K. N/A
L. UNUSUAL CROP CIRCLE, GRAIN LYING COUNTER CLOCKWISE, GROUND IN
CIRCLE LOOKS BLACK, GRAIN IS MESSY IN AREA AND DIDNT GROW AS WELL AS
PAGE 2 RCWPJZA008 UNCLAS

REST OF FIELD. THERE IS A ONE FOOT CIRCULAR HOLE IN CENTRE OF RING.

A FEW YEARS AGO SOME OF THEIR CATTLE SUFFERED CATTLE MUTILATIONS

BT

#0008
AOC WINNIPEG
1 CAD/CANR WINNIPEG//SSO ACS//ZEN
21 ACW SQN NORTH BAY//SD//
INFO NDOC OTTAWA
NRCOTT OTTAWA HERZBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS

UNCLASSIFIED AOC352

SUBJ: CIRVIS REPORT

A. SEPTEMBER 19, 1997, 2021 MDT

B. CLEAR

C. 1q (1)

D. LETHBRIDGE, ALBERTA. BACKYARD OF HOME, 2 MILES NORTH OF LETHBRIDGE AIRPORT

E. FAMILY MEMBERS,

F. WHITE LIGHT OR OBJECT, MOVEMENT FROM SOUTHERN HORIZON TO NORTHERN HORIZON, PASSING OVERHEAD, NO SOUND, TOO HIGH AND TOO SLOW FOR KNOWN AIRCRAFT FLIGHT PATH.

G. 20 SECONDS

END OF CIRVIS REPORT.

L, VALLEE CAPT AOC DWO 2650

L, VALLEE CAPT AOC DWO

UNCLASSIFIED
CIRVIS REPORT

DATE AND TIME OF SIGHTING
September 19, 1997, 2021 MDT

CONDITION OF SKY
Clear

IDENTIFICATION OF OBSERVER (NAME, ADDRESS, PHONE NUMBER)
19 (1)

LOCATION OF OBSERVER AT TIME OF SIGHTING
backyard of home, 2 miles north of the Lethbridge airport

IDENTIFICATION OF OTHER OBSERVERS
family members

DESCRIPTION OF SIGHTING (SHAPE, COLOR, ALT., MOVEMENT, LIGHTS)
white color, southern horizon to northern horizon, passing overhead, no sounds

DURATION OF OBSERVATION
20 seconds from one horizon to the other

ANY OTHER RELEVANT OBSERVATIONS
19(1) reported the speed similar to Challenger space vehicle recovery that passed over Alberta last year, wrong direction for a satellite, too slow and too high for known aircraft flight paths.

Gary Browning, Shift Manager Edmonton ACC (403) 890-8397
FAAUZYUW RCPQH2001 0771541-UUUU-RCWBOCA.
ZMR UUUUU
P071500Z JAN 98
FM CFNAHQ YELLOWKNIFE/32/
TO RCPDMA/NDEQ INT OTTAWA/NDIC/
INFO RCPPNOA/NDOC OTTAWA
RCEGCEA/MARTLANTHQ HALIFAX/N21/
RCWBOCA/1 CAD HQ WINNIPEG/A2/<
RCCFMA/CAN SAOC INT NORTH BAY
BT
UNCLAS G2 700/98
SIC UAJ
SUBJ: POSS UFO/SUBMARINE SIGHTING - CORAL HARBOUR, NU (S12B/383107)
REF: A. CFAO 71-13
B. TELECOM 19(1) CORAL HARBOUR (ITNESS)/VO ROE (CFNA 32) 85 JAN 98
1. AS DIRECTED AT REF A:
A. CFNAHQ YELLOWKNIFE
B. 061330Z JAN 99 THROUGH 061340Z JAN 98
C. ONE LARGE OBJECT WITH TWO SMALLER OBJECTS TRAILING OBSERVED AT LOW ALT APPROACHED THEN OVERFLEW CORAL HARBOUR FROM NORTH TO SOUTH.
LARGE OBJECT DESCRIBED AS A QUOTE LARGE SMOOTH BLUISH BALL UNQUOTE AND
Two smaller objects described as quote small red balls trailing sparkles unquote. No visible lines, protuberances or marking on any object.

D. 6408N/05310W moving from north to south at low alt and at medium speed then increasing to high speed.

E. Reported by 19(1) home tel: 19(1) work tel: 19(1) witnessed while starting her snowmobile this morning. This was also witnessed by numerous children on the way to school and adults on the way to work.

F. Unknown.

G. Ten minutes.

H. Weather did not obscure viewing the objects as it was cold with a clear sky.

I. None.

J. None.

K. Unknown.

L. Not known at this time but witnessed by many.

M. Reported that quote the large blue ball came towards me with the two red balls trailing sparkles following it. As the large ball got closer to me it picked up speed and the colour changed from blue to
RED. AS IT PASSED OVER HEAD IT CHANGED COLOURS AGAIN FROM RED TO ORANGE THEN TO YELLOW THEN HEADED UP INTO THE SKY. THE TWO RED BALLS ALSO CHANGED COLOUR TO ORANGE AND THEN YELLOW AS THEY HEADED UP INTO THE SKY TRAILING SPARKLES ALL THE TIME. THE THREE BALLS CONTINUED UP INTO THE SKY UNTIL THEY DISAPPEARED IN QUOTE. UNABLE TO ESTIMATE THE INTERVAL BETWEEN THE LARGE AND THE TWO SMALLER OBJECTS. UNABLE TO DETERMINE ALTITUDE THE OBJECTS DISAPPEARED AT. NO FURTHER OBJECTS WERE SEEN. THESE WERE NOT FLARES OR CONVENTIONAL AIRCRAFT AS THEY WERE CLOSE ENOUGH TO THE GROUND TO IDENTIFY AS flare unquote. (19(5) Works for the Hunters and Trappers Association and is familiar with flares, both fired from the ground upwards and air dropped flares)

MESSAGE ENDS//ROWE//

BG

17
RAAGZYA# RCwPJZA2023 227014S-9333-RC#BOCA.
ZmG GGGG ZYA
RAAGZYU# RCwPJZA2023 226235S-9333-RC#BOCA RCCHFMA.
ZmG GGGG
E 23210Z JAN 99
F: 4 WC COLD LAKE//WOPS 0//
TO RCCHFMA/21 AC# SQN NORTH BAY//SD//
4#FBCA/1 CAD HQ WINNIPEG//SSO ACS/

19

PROTECTED A WOPS 020

SUBJ: UFO REPORT

PART 1
A. 220236Z JAN 99
B. CLEAR
C. 19(1) -> ADDRESS AND
PHONE NUMBER WHERE HE WAS VISITING, HOME PHONE NUMBER 19(1)
D. 19(1) ->
E. 19(1) -> OWNER OF HOUSE LISTED ABOVE
F. SMALL OBJECTS LIGHT GREEN, LARGER OBJECTS BLUE AND WHIFF.
DANCING AROUND IN CIRCLES, DIRECTLY OVER TOWN, STARTED WITH 5 OR 7
OBJECTS, DIMINISHING DOWN TO 3 OBJECTS, MOVING VERY QUICKLY

1. 3 HOURS

1/6

FED.

1/20
1. **UNCLASSIFIED**

**CENTRAL REGISTRY**

**28 JAN 1998**

**FILM No.** 2600-13

**Location** COLD LAKE/WCC/1

**TO** RCAF/21 ACW SQN NORTH BAY/SD/

**FCC/RCAF/1 CAD HQ WINNIPEG/SSO ACS**

**ET**

**UNCLASSIFIED**

**SUBJ:** METEORITES/UFO/CIRVIS REPORTS

**A.** 26 JAN 98 0943Z

**B.** CLEAR

**C.**

**D.**

1. **3 BRIGHT OBJECTS IN A ROW, 1 LARGER BRIGHTER OBJECT TO THE SOUTH OF THE 3 OBJECTS, LOCATED IN THE WESTERN HORIZON**

2. **3 BRIGHT OBJECTS WERE BRIGHTER THAN STARS, THE LARGER OBJECT TO THE SOUTH OF THE 3 BRIGHT OBJECTS WAS MUCH BRIGHTER THAN THE 3 OBJECTS**

3. **ALL OBJECTS WERE BRIGHT WHITE IN COLOUR**

4. **3 OBJECTS WERE A LITTLE BIGGER THAN STARS, THE LEAD OBJECT WAS LARGER THAN THE 3 OBJECTS**

1. **N/A**
K. WESTERN HORIZON

L. LARGER OBJECT WAS MOVING SOUTH, 3 OBJECTS IN A ROW WERE NOT MOVING
PAAUZTyw RCCROBA102 O331330-UUJU-RCCBOCA.

2N 3U33U3
P H 221316Z FEB 98
FM WOC TRENTON
TO RCBBOCA/1 CAD HQ WINNIPEG//SSO ACS/CF
RCCFMA/21 ACw SQN NORTH BAY//SD//
INFO RCCPNOA/NDOC OTTAWA

HT
UNCIAS # OPS 335

SUBJ: UFO REPORT

A: (TIME OF SIGHTING-UTC) 01 FEB 0300Z TO 1100Z
B: (SKY CONDITION) UNKNOWN
C: (IDENTIFICATION OF OBSERVER)
   (NAME)
   (ADDRESS)
   (TELEPHONE)

D: (LOCATION OF OBSERVER) CROWE LAKE, NEAR MARINORA, CNT.
   (DISTANCE TO OBJECT) UNKNOWN

E: (IDENTIFICATION OF OTHER OBSERVERS)
   (NAME) 3 PERSONS IN PARTY
F: (DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SIGHTING)
(NUMBER OF OBJECTS) NUMEROUS
(SHAPE/COLOUR) WHITE OR ORANGE LIGHTS
(ALTIMETRE/MOVEMENT) ON ICE + ABOVE ICE + FLYING AROUND
G: (DURATION OF OBSERVATION) GMT TO GMT 0800Z TO 1100Z
H: (ANY OTHER INFO) "MILIPART" TYPE VEHICLES SEEN ON LAKE
SUBJ: UFO SIGHTING

REF: TELECON 3 ERE COC/AOC WINNIPEG 26 FEB 98

A. 262335Z FEB 98
B. NORTH NO CLOUD
C. 19(i)
D. ST DAVID DE FALARDAU, PQ
E. 19(i)
F. ROUND, WHITE, VERY LOW, LIGHT SEEMED LIKE IT WAS FROM A DIAMOND,
   IT WAS VERY BEAUTIFUL, LOST SIGHTING IN A TREE
G. ABOUT THREE MINUTES
FAAUZ YW RCFPZAAA03 0600502-UU-U-RCWFCGA.
ZNR WUWU
D 0103357 MAR 99
IM 4 WC COLL TAKE//WCOC//
TO RCOBFMA/21 ACM 9ON NORTH BAY//SD//
RCWFCGA/1 CAD WC WINNIPEG//SSC ACS//
PT
UNCAS WCOC OEP
SUBJ: METEORITES/HEO/CIRVIS REPORTS
1. 01 MAR 99 03357
2. CLEAR
C.
C.
D. FII
E. EAST TO WEST
F. VERY BRIGHT
G. BLUE
H. SAME AS MOON (1/4 MOON)
I. 6 TO 7 SECS
J. WHISTLING SOUND
K. NIL
L. BLUE FLAME TURNING YELLOW
BT

3 19(1)
SUEJ: METEORITES/ UFO/CIPVIS REPORTS
A. 24 JUN 99 TO 1 JUL 99 0703Z
B. VARIOUS
C. Relative
D. OTHER PEOPLE WISH TO REMAIN ANONYMOUS
E. OBJECT EAST IN THE SKY, FLOATING
F. OBJECT CONE-SHAPED, APPROX 62 FT IN HEIGHT, 9 YARDS IN WIDTH
G. OBJECT GAVE OFF VERY BRIGHT PASTEL COLORS AND MADE NO NOISES
H. OBJECT HAS BEEN APPEARING EVERY NIGHT AT THE SAME TIME FOR ONE WEEK
Prioriry

PAAUZUVM R RCMP/2001 1930905-UUUU--RCWBOCA.
ZNR UUUU
P 120551Z JUL 98
FM NDOC OTTAWA
TO:RCWBOCA/1 CAD HQ WINNIPEG/A3 ACS//
RCCPMA/21 ACW SQN NORTH BAY//SD//
RCCDOT/TRANSPORT CANADA OTTAWA/AIR OPS CENTRE OTTAWA/
INFO ZEN/NDOC OTTAWA/AIR DESK//
BT
JNCLAS DCOSJ3 3059
SIC EUJ
SUBJ:UNUSUAL SIGHTING (UFO)
A. 120330Z JUL 98
B. MAINLY CLEAR, A FEW CLOUDS. STARLIGHT BARELY VIS DUE TO CITY
PROXIMITY
C.
D.
E. 4 TO 5 GLOWING FAST OBJECTS WITH NO DISCERNABLE SHAPE THROUGH
LIGHT. COLOUR MOSTLY WHITE WITH SOME YELLOW. HIGH ALTITUDE (GUESS).
MOVEMENT CHAOTIC WITH OBJECTS MERGING AND SEPARATING AT RANDOM
F. 50 MINUTES. OBJECTS DISAPPEARED AT 120420Z JUL 98.

2 [signature]
AVED AS FILE - C:\DAY193\XHBF2001_020 - 1930906Z